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Abstract. This article provides a comparative analysis of the sales of the Trident nuclear
missile system to Britain by the Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan administrations. Both
governments viewed the Anglo-American nuclear partnership as a tool within their wider
foreign policy kit and utilised the sale of Trident to influence British defence policy. For
these reasons, each administration saw the Trident sale as part of an Anglo-American
transactional defence relationship. This exegesis deepens understanding of the United States
perspective on Anglo-American nuclear co-operation. Moreover, it is relevant to current
debates on the replacement of Trident because it highlights the ramifications of Britain’s
technical dependence and raises questions about the concessions that may have been made,
or will need to be made, to the United States in exchange for the latter’s assistance with
replacement.

United States assistance is essential to Britain’s nuclear programme. The British nuclear force
currently consists of four Vanguard-class submarines each capable of carrying up to 16 Trident
D5 (II) ballistic nuclear missiles.1 The United States produces, supplies, and services these
missiles, and it provides the software used for targeting and firing the Trident. Indeed, Britain does
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not own any individual missiles but leases them under the terms of the 1963 Polaris Sales
Agreement [PSA]. This arrangement is the latest chapter in the Anglo-American nuclear
relationship by which Britain acquired the Polaris Submarine Launched Ballistic Missile system
in the 1960s. In 1980, the agreement was amended to allow the purchase of the Trident C4 (I)
system and was further amended in 1982 to authorise the acquisition of the more advanced Trident
D5 in place of the C4.2 Nevertheless, how the British government came to agreement with the
United States to purchase the Trident system has received little scholarly attention.3
Both the Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan administrations were consistently pragmatic
about supplying Trident to Britain and only consented to do so when the arrangement suited
Washington. Nevertheless, British officials encountered more uncertainty in their negotiations
with the Carter Administration over Trident C4 than in their discussions with the Reagan
Administration concerning the supply of Trident D5. This sitiation was because there was a greater
convergence between the supply of Trident and Reagan Administration foreign policy interests
than was present with the Carter White House. However, the Carter and Reagan administrations
acted in a similar manner throughout the C4 and D5 negotiations; both sets of American officials
drove a hard bargain to derive the greatest possible benefit from the sale, and they utilised
negotiations over the price of the missile system to influence wider British defence policy. In this
way, both administrations saw the sale of Trident as a tool to both re-enforce the political and
conventional strength of the Western alliance and strengthen Western nuclear deterrence.
Understanding the nature and terms of the Trident negotiations only occurs when placed in the
wider context of transatlantic defence relations. As such, the Carter and Reagan administrations
viewed nuclear co-operation as part of a transactional defence connexion whereby the United
States saw the relationship as a tool within its wider foreign policy kit. The agreement of the United
States to supply Trident was dependent upon its alignment with broader American defence policy
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goals and both administrations sought, and expected, defence commitments from Britain in return
for American assistance with its nuclear programme.
In turn, this conceptualisation deepens an understanding of the Anglo-American nuclear
partnership. Nuclear co-operation is often seen as the “heart” of the Anglo-American relationship
and, as such, an essential factor in the maintenance of close relations in other areas.4 This exegesis
builds upon these insights by demonstrating that the nuclear relationship does not exist on a
separate and distinctive plane from the wider defence partnership – nor is the continuation of
nuclear co-operation inevitable due to the reductive logic of deterrence. Moreover, this analysis is
of contemporary relevance in current debates over the replacement of Trident. A 2006 British
government White Paper, “Future of the United Kingdom’s Deterrent”, asserted, “The US has
never sought to exploit our procurement relationship in this area as a means to influence UK
foreign policy”.5 This assertion is demonstrably untrue.
In September 1979, MISC 7, a Cabinet committee chaired by Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, decided to push for an Anglo-American agreement on the sale of Trident C4 by
December 1979 so that Britain could replace its ageing Polaris nuclear system.6 Due to British
technical dependence on the Americans for nuclear missiles, the committee’s options were mostly
constrained to United States delivery systems lest London chose to pursue options that were more
expensive. Thankfully for the Cabinet committee, at the Guadeloupe summit in January 1979,
Carter had already assured the former prime minister, James Callaghan, of his willingness to
consider the supply of Trident C4.7 However, despite Carter’s forthcoming attitude in Guadeloupe,
the Thatcher government did not receive its desired Trident C4 agreement by December 1979.
Indeed, throughout 1979 and early 1980, it remained uncertain whether a final Trident deal would
come to fruition. Only when the Carter Administration judged that the advantages of the sale of
Trident outweighed the disadvantages did the White House agree to finalise the deal.
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Any sale of Trident would only be of modest benefit to the Carter Administration. In its
first few years, the Carter White House prioritised arms control and human rights, not the
strengthening of nuclear forces.8 At the beginning of his term, Carter aimed to achieve deep cuts
in American and Soviet nuclear arsenals. By 1979, these ambitions had moderated, but he
nonetheless remained committed to the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks [SALT] process – an
earlier treaty, SALT I signed in 1972, limited missiles not warheads. Indeed, his political standing
relied partly on its success.9 However, the Administration’s arms control talks with the Soviet
Union had created unease in Western Europe about superpower strategic parity and undermined
confidence in the American nuclear umbrella.10 As such, two policy priority areas that clearly had
the potential to intervene with Polaris replacement were the political implications of SALT II and
concern over grey areas within the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation [NATO]. European unease
about Theatre Nuclear Forces alongside the arms control process led to the development of “a
complex relationship between Soviet strategic choices, the SALT II negotiations and NATO
internal debate”.11 British efforts to replace Polaris entangled these relationships.
During 1979, NATO officials struggled to gain a consensus on a “dual-track” response to
member-states concerns over Soviet deployment of new SS-20 missiles.12 Favouring the arms
control element of the “dual-track” decision, the Danish, Dutch, Belgian, and Norwegian
governments had been deeply hesitant about participating in future deployments of Long-Range
Theatre Nuclear Forces [LRTNF].13 Alongside Italy and the Federal Republic of Germany, they
were also reluctant to support a decision likely to be extremely unpopular with large sections of
their electorates. As such, getting full NATO agreement on the “dual-track” approach was “a
tightrope walk for the alliance”.14 An Anglo-American agreement to replace Polaris could upset
this delicate balance, whilst any talk of replacing Polaris in addition to LRTNF deployments could
heighten further anti-nuclear feeling within some constituencies of Western Europe.15 Distinctions
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between “strategic” and “tactical” weapons, and the need to modernise both, could appear
academic and nonsensical in public debates. As such, any rumours of a Trident deal could heighten
many NATO governments’ concerns about domestic reaction to “dual-track”.
Simultaneously, Carter’s Administration worried that a Trident agreement had the potential
to provoke a Soviet response that might stall Senate ratification of the SALT II treaty. During the
negotiations, the Soviets argued that British and French nuclear forces, as well as forward-based
ones in Western Europe, should be included in limits on central strategic systems. Moscow argued
that all these systems were capable of destroying targets on Soviet soil, and subsequently, their
non-inclusion would tilt the overall strategic balance towards the West.16 Although the Carter
Administration had resisted these demands for including the British and French systems in SALT,
the supply of Trident might cause a Soviet reaction. During the negotiations, the Soviets had also
expressed fear that the United States would circumvent qualitative restrictions in the SALT II
treaty by secretly transferring forbidden weapons systems or military technologies to NATO allies.
To alleviate these concerns, the final settlement included a non-circumvention clause. Despite
privately knowing that it was likely that the United States would shortly agree to sell Britain a new
missile system, the Soviets would probably argue that the supply of a multiple independently
targetable re-entry vehicle [MIRV] system – that weakened SALT I by having several warheads
on a single missile – went against the spirit of non-circumvention. Consequently, the White House
foresaw the possibility that the Soviets could react by making new demands for future SALT III
negotiations. In turn, such a reaction could heighten Senate feelings of mistrust about Moscow
thereby undermining support to ratify the SALT II treaty.17
These concerns over prospects for SALT ratification and NATO consensus on a “dualtrack” decision influenced White House policy towards the Polaris replacement.18 Consequently,
in October 1979, Carter informed Thatcher that the Administration would respond affirmatively
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to a request for the Trident C4 missile system, but he asked for a delay until after the NATO “dualtrack” decision in December.19 American officials also privately made it clear that the White House
wished that any request for Trident would take place after Senate ratification of the SALT II
Treaty.20
Over the next months, White House desires to delay any Trident agreement until after the
ratification of SALT heightened. On 4 November 1979, Iranian militants stormed the United States
Embassy in Tehran, taking 66 Americans hostage. The subsequent crisis dominated Carter’s
foreign policy agenda until the end of his tenure and severely damaged his already-eroded national
position.21 In one estimate, his inability to secure the hostages’ release made it “impossible to free
himself from the aura of weakness that had come to define him”.22 By winter 1979, the
Administration’s apparent mishandling of foreign affairs was undermining Carter’s presidency and
threatening his re-election hopes in the coming year. Even his flagship foreign policy of the SALT
II treaty looked set to fail, with most observers believing that the agreement would need further
amendments to gain Senate ratification.23 The failure of SALT would be a severe blow to Carter,
who had invested considerable political capital in the agreement.
Subsequently, in December, his Administration made it apparent to the British that the
SALT treaty, not Polaris replacement, took priority. On 17 December, Thatcher and Carter met to
discuss the replacement of Polaris. Due to the impending 1980 American elections, and the
resultant uncertainty over whether Carter’s promise to supply Trident would still stand, British
officials hoped that Thatcher could secure his agreement in this meeting to move forward with
formal negotiations over the terms of the sale.24 Instead, the president affirmed his commitment to
giving a positive response to any request for Trident but again asked Thatcher not to make such a
entreaty until after the ratification of SALT II by Congress at a theretofore-unknown date.25
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At the December meeting, Carter informed Thatcher that if Congress failed to ratify SALT
II, “There would then be no obstacle to his agreeing to a request from the United Kingdom
Government to a successor to Polaris”.26 Consequently, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan on 24
December 1979 raised British officials’ hopes that they would be able to finalise the purchase of
Trident: the invasion was the death knell to the illusion of détente. Facing an election in which he
was not even guaranteed the nomination of his own party, confronting the increasingly withering
assaults of the growing conservative movement, and haunted by failure to resolve the Iranian
hostage crisis, Carter needed to show strength in the face of Soviet aggression. He subsequently
made every effort to punish them, including imposing a grain embargo, recalling the American
ambassador, boycotting the Moscow Olympics, appealing to the United Nations and NATO for
support, expanding defence spending, and withdrawing SALT II from Senate consideration. 27 In
this way, the invasion was the final catalyst in the hardening of Carter’s foreign policy. By
refocusing on containment of the Soviet Union, he largely abandoned what was left of his human
rights and nuclear non-proliferation policies.28
With SALT II’s ratification now delayed indefinitely, Downing Street officials began to
probe their White House counterparts on whether Britain could now request Trident C4.29
However, despite the indefinite delay of SALT ratification, Carter’s Administration was still
hesitant to begin formal negotiations on the terms of Trident C4 supply; in the aftermath of the
Afghan invasion, Carter’s political problems increased in turn and heightened White House
concern about potential criticism from the sale of Trident C4.30 Finally, in March 1980, the White
House decided to begin formal negotiations on the terms of sale, a decision due, in part, to fear
that any “leaks [from the British government] would be harmful politically and could endanger
SALT”.31
In this way, the Carter Administration only agreed to finalise the sale of Trident C4 at a
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time of its choosing and when agreement aligned with wider American foreign policy goals and
domestic political considerations. Any Trident deal would only be of modest advantage to the
Administration. As such, the White House neither viewed replacing Polaris as a central component
in its efforts to change the dynamic of the Cold War, nor would it build the Administration’s
legacy, resolve relations with allies, or win votes. Subsequently, if a Trident agreement would
hinder in any way such “priority” policies, the British could not rely on Carter’s support. Only
after the Administration had calculated that the benefits of any agreement outweighed the
disadvantages did it agree to supply Trident within the frame of the approaching election.
Nevertheless, the White House would now utilise negotiations over the conditions of the sale to
ensure it derived the most benefit possible from the sale of Trident.
The Carter Administration’s obstinate diplomatic tactics continued throughout the Trident
C4 negotiations. In particular, it sought to utilise Britain’s Research and Development [R&D]
payment for Trident as a means to secure a substantive quid pro quo, a move not congenial or
particularly in keeping with the supposed “special relationship”. In March 1980, David Aaron,
the American lead negotiator and deputy national security advisor, informed the chief British
negotiator, Robert Wade-Gery, that the Administration was not prepared to accept the payment of
a five percent R&D levy. In the 1963 agreement, concluded with the John F. Kennedy
Administration, the British had paid this surcharge on the purchase price of each missile in
recognition of American R&D costs incurred in developing the missile system. The Kennedy
Administration, however, had not levied a charge pro rata to actual American spending due to an
awareness that the more Britain spent on its nuclear capability, the less it could spend on its
conventional forces.32 This logic persisted throughout the Trident negotiations. Nevertheless, after
1976, American regulations stipulated that the government had to charge an R&D supplement on
a pro rata basis unless the president approved a reduction in the wider interests of the United
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States. As such, American regulations now meant that the R&D levy offered White House
negotiators leverage to secure their desired conventional commitments.
As such, Aaron made clear to Wade-Gery that to secure a reduced R&D charge, the British
would have to provide America with certain commitments in return. The first was to re-draft the
exchange of letters between Carter and Thatcher, which would formalise the deal, to include a
promise that the British would spend the money saved, thanks to American co-operation, on
strengthening their conventional forces. More controversially, the British would also have to agree
to a “number of suggestions for defence cooperation” where Robert Komer, a former ambassador
to Turkey and now American under-secretary of defence for policy, had been seeking agreement
from the Ministry of Defence [MOD]. Aaron emphasised that the Administration would give the
British a reduction in the R&D levy, “To the extent that we [the British] do what Ambassador
Komer wants”.33 If the British could “meet enough” of Komer’s requests, the R&D bill would be
$100 million; if they could “meet none of them”, it would be $400 million; and if the British could
“go some of the way”, it would be between the two figures.34 As such, Aaron stressed that Carter’s
Administration was prepared to act in a brazen manner to secure its aims. As Sir Robert Armstrong,
the Cabinet secretary, outlined to Thatcher in his report on the Aaron-Wade-Gery talks, the Carter
White House sought a transactional deal: “The United States Government is . . . looking to us for
favours; but they are favours from which we shall benefit in terms of a reduction of the Trident
price tag”.35
The Carter Administration’s belief in the transactional nature of the Anglo-American
defence relationship was evident once more when Frank Cooper, the MoD permanent undersecretary, and Wade-Gery met Komer on 16 April. Komer immediately endeavoured to drive a
hard bargain and was even more forthright than Aaron was. Initially, Komer stated that the
Administration believed that its co-operation on Polaris’ successor would save the British “perhaps
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$4 billion ie [sic] the cost of developing . . . MIRV capability”.36 The Administration wanted three
commitments in return. The first was a “satisfactory sentence” in Thatcher’s formal letter to Carter
that Britain would spend its savings on “strengthening” British conventional forces. The second
was permission to expand the American military base on the British-controlled Indian Ocean island
of Diego Garcia – it had increased strategic importance to the White House in the aftermath of the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan due to the acceleration of American military capability in the
Persian Gulf. Finally, there was a “hard offset” in return for reducing the R&D levy.37
Komer’s demand for “hard offset” dominated much of the subsequent discussion. If
America applied the pro rata principle strictly to the purchase of Trident C4, the British would
have to pay the R&D levy of about $400 million. In comparison, if Britain were charged five
percent, as it was for Polaris, the cost would be about $100 million. For Komer, there could be no
compromise: “the United States Government could reduce this $400 million charge only to the
extent that they were compensated elsewhere in hard cash”.38 Thinking that British provision of
personnel for American Rapier anti-aircraft missile defences in Britain would generate “about
$200 million of such compensation”, Komer believed that there were “no other candidates for
‘hard offset’”.39 As such, under Komer’s plan, the British would have to pay an R&D levy of $200
million in cash. In reply, Cooper and Wade-Gery queried the assertion that only “hard offset” could
secure a reduction. The British understood that Carter could approve a decrease in the R&D charge
if he saw it to be in wider American interests. Dismissive of such a suggestion, Komer stressed
that whilst Washington did have the power to waive R&D charges, “they only did so for projects
which were strategically imperative for the Alliance. A British replacement for Polaris did not
come into this. Indeed, there were those in Washington who regarded it as positively
undesirable”.40 Once again, a representative of the Carter Administration adopted an attitude that
was not particularly in keeping with a supposed “special relationship”, nor indeed one that
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displayed absolute belief in the utility of a British “deterrent” in the Cold War.41
Discussions on the terms of exchange continued throughout May and, by the end of the
month, there remained “two major substantive issues . . . . the financial terms of the sale [the R&D
costs] and Diego Garcia”.42 After protracted negotiations, the British agreed to a watered-down
commitment on conventional force spending, payment of a five percent R&D levy in addition to
British provision of personnel for the Rapier systems based in Britain, and American plans for an
extension of their base on Diego Garcia.43
In real terms, these demands were not onerous, particularly in light of the savings the
purchase of Trident afforded compared to the other options for the replacement of Polaris. It was
not in the Carter Administration’s interest for London to spend an amount on its nuclear
programme detrimental to the rest of its defence budget. Instead, Washington sought commitments
to benefit its wider foreign and domestic policy aims but not financially harm the British.
Nevertheless, whilst both sides thought the final deal beneficial, the process of coming to an
agreement was not congenial or particularly in keeping with the supposed “special relationship”.
In particular, American officials openly discussed utilising Trident as “leverage” to secure British
agreement to their plans for Diego Garcia. As one American official reflected after completion of
the deal: the “Diego-Trident package [was] now in place”.44 In this way, Carter’s White House
treated the Anglo-American nuclear relationship as coolly transactional in nature.
In summer 1980, the Thatcher government believed Britain had made the final decision on
Polaris replacement. However, this was not the case. On 4 November 1980, Reagan won the
American presidential election on a platform of strategic modernisation. As such in 1981, Britain’s
technical dependency on the United States left its Polaris replacement programme in limbo as
Thatcher’s government waited for the new Administration to decide on whether to upgrade the
Trident system. If the Americans decided to upgrade their strategic missile system, the British
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would have to make the difficult decision of whether to settle for C4 or upgrade to D5. If it
proceeded with C4, Britain would lose commonality with the United States when the Americans
phased it out of service, in all likelihood only a few years after British deployment. The Chevaline
project created in the late 1960s and 1970s to improve the lethality of British Polaris warheads had
starkly demonstrated the enormous additional expenditure that would result from such a loss of
commonality.45 There were also drawbacks to choosing D5. Whilst offering better range, accuracy,
and warheads than C4, the more advanced system came with an increased price tag and, for Britain
to purchase the system, it would have to negotiate a new agreement with the Americans. However,
in 1981, the immediate problem for the British government was continuing spending on advance
procurement of C4 in the knowledge that this could be wasted expenditure.46
Fortunately for Thatcher’s ministry, the Reagan Administration made its strategic
modernisation decision earlier than initially expected, due mainly to controversy over basing MX
MIRV missiles.47 Once deciding that the D5 missile would replace the C4 by 1989, Reagan did
not hesitate to agree that the British could purchase it.48 Subsequently, in August 1981, London
received a formal confirmation that the United States would upgrade to D5 and that the
Administration would be prepared to sell the system to Britain.49
The convergence of Anglo-American defence policy interests meant that Reagan’s
Administration was more amenable to supplying Trident D5 than Carter’s over Trident C4. This
swift agreement was a clear demonstration of Reagan’s support for the British nuclear programme.
However, this decisiveness also chimed with the Administration’s wider foreign policy goals as
well as belief in the utility of Britain’s nuclear force. A key consideration in the president’s swift
offer of Trident D5 was the risk of British nugatory spending on C4, as well as a belief in
Washington, particularly the Pentagon, of the need for Britain to maintain commonality with the
United States.50 Protracted delay on agreeing to supply D5 or, indeed, refusing to provide the
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system would increase British expenditure on its nuclear programme at the expense of its
conventional forces. Such a reduction in conventional spending was not in the interests of the
Reagan Administration.
From 1981 to 1983, the Reagan White House took a confrontational approach towards the
Soviet Union.51 Reagan believed that to meet the global challenge of the Soviet Union and thwart
this perceived threat, the Western alliance needed to strengthen its nuclear and conventional
capabilities.52 Moreover, alongside the Administration’s aggressive approach on defence build-up,
the White House concurrently viewed arms control as a low priority. Within such thinking, it did
not matter that provision of the D5 system would likely undermine any on-going arms control
negotiations with the Soviet Union.53 Concern over the impact of a Trident sale on arms control
efforts had been a primary reason for Carter Administration vacillation. With different priorities
in his approach to the Cold War, Reagan did not face such political constraints. As such, the greater
convergence between Anglo-American nuclear co-operation and the Reagan Administration’s
wider foreign policy interests facilitated the supply of Trident D5. In this way, its agreement to
finalise a Trident deal came more swiftly than that offered by the Carter White House because it
saw greater benefits to the sale.
Problematically for the British, the Reagan guarantee to sell D5 did not come with a
reassurance that the provision would be on the same terms as agreed for C4.54 If the Thatcher
government decided to upgrade to D5, it would once again have to enter into detailed negotiations
over the terms of sale. The British could not begin negotiations on the price of D5, or make a
decision on whether to upgrade, until Reagan publicly announced his strategic modernisation
programme in October 1981. After that, concern amongst members of MISC 7 over the possible
price of the D5 system and the political difficulties its acquisition could cause delayed the British
decision on whether to begin negotiations on the supply of D5.55 Throughout these deliberations
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within the British government, the Reagan White House did not provide assurances that it would
offer D5 on similar terms to C4.56 Instead, in January 1982, buoyed by its prevailing belief in the
inherent need for a British “independent deterrent”, MISC 7 decided that Britain would proceed
with D5 procurement subject to negotiations on price with the Americans.57
In February 1982, the Trident D5 negotiations took place. Mirroring its Carter predecessor,
Reagan Administration strategy from the outset sought conventional commitments in return for
the sale of the Trident system at a reduced price. Before negotiations began, Alexander Haig, the
secretary of state, and Frank Carlucci, the deputy secretary of defence, informed Reagan that they
sought a reciprocal deal where, in return for reducing the R&D levy, they would ask the British to
make commitments in geostrategic areas of concern.58 In particular, the Reagan White House
sought to reverse British commitments to cut conventional forces in the North Atlantic and the
Indian Ocean as the United States “would . . . have to take up the slack”.59 In this way, despite
their greater support for Britain’s Polaris replacement, the Reagan team also planned to utilise
Britain’s technical dependence to secure British commitments that would address American areas
of concern outside the nuclear arena.
On 8-9 February 1982, the first round of Trident D5 negotiations began. Like the C4 talks,
American officials drove a hard bargain and did not give the British reductions on the R&D charge
freely or easily. Indeed, Wade-Gery, a central figure in both Trident negotiations, later recalled
that the Reagan Administration was more preoccupied with quid pro quos than the Carter White
House:
What struck us at the time . . . was how totally different it was from negotiating with the
Carter White House. We went out, remembering . . . the previous negotiation, fully prepared
with a whole raft of arguments about the moral issue and how it was perfectly all right to let
Britain have this missile. We found the Reagan White House wholly uninterested in the
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moral argument. They brushed all that aside and said, “Don’t give us all that crap. Don’t
worry about that. What are you going to pay for these, and what are you going to do in
return? How’s your policy going to be different, because, you know, if we’re doing this for
you, we want to be paid cash and in kind”. It was a good old-fashioned haggle about how
much we would pay and what we would do in return.60
This “haggling”, primarily over the R&D levy, continued throughout the negotiations. In
response to American requests for offsets in return for reducing the R&D levy during the second
round of talks, British officials offered some limited adjustments to the MOD’s commitments. In
reply, American officials saw these additional deployments as “No more than . . . [the British]
could have been assumed to be planning”.61 Instead, the American negotiators laid out the
Administration’s desire that in return for a discount in R&D charges, Britain delay the scheduled
departure of HMS Invincible from Belize.62 In this way, the Reagan White House sought to utilise
the sale of Trident to gain British assistance in the president’s geostrategic areas of concern – here,
Central America. Administration efforts to ensure that Britain retained Royal Navy vessels was to
appease Congress and a response to White House and United States Navy concern about the
Thatcher government’s planned reductions in the British surface strength as outlined in Britain’s
1981 Defence Review.63 By requesting that Britain retain Invincible – slated to be decommissioned
– the Administration sought to use the Trident negotiations as a means to influence British policy
in this area.
Similarly, Reagan’s wider foreign policy concerns influenced the American request that
Britain retain all, or at least some, of its current combat forces in Belize for a further five years.64
The White House was concerned over London’s plans to grant Belize independence by the end of
1981 and withdraw all British combat forces.65 Thatcher’s government wished to reduce the
economic costs of Britain’s remaining colonies. However, neighbouring Guatemala still claimed
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the territory of Belize. As such, United States policy-makers feared that British withdrawal could
increase Belize-Guatemalan tensions, contribute to regional instability, and impede American
efforts to suppress the perceived communist threat across South America.66
British officials responded strongly to these attempts to influence their defence policy, and
after a further day of negotiation, the two sides reached an extremely favourable deal for the
British; indeed, a deal that was more favourable in its terms than the Trident C4 agreement.67
British officials secured a reduction in the R&D charge by promising to maintain the naval assault
ships, Fearless and Intrepid, also condemned under the 1981 Defence Review, rather than the
Invincible, which the British had offered to the Australian government to purchase.68 On the
subject of Belize, American negotiators were happy to accept the British training plans for Belize’s
forces.69 As such, British officials secured a levy reduction without additional commitments in real
terms, as London had already decided to reverse their decision to decommission the two ships’.70
Nevertheless, the Reagan Administration conduct throughout the negotiations displayed a
similarly to Carter’s: it viewed the Anglo-American nuclear relationship in transactional terms.
Whilst the final Trident D5 agreement was extremely favourable to the British, the Reagan
Administration offered to sell D5 at a substantially reduced price because of the convergence of
Anglo-American interests rather than notions of “specialness”. It was in American interests to
reduce British costs and thereby ensure Britain’s continued commitment to Western conventional
and nuclear defence. Nevertheless, even though a deal favourable to the British was in the interests
of the United States, the Reagan White House continued to drive a hard bargain until the final day
of the Trident negotiations as it pushed for conventional British commitments in return for a
reduction in D5 costs. As such, at the same time as wishing to strike a favourable deal with the
British, Reagan’s Administration saw the negotiations as an opportunity to get as much assistance
as possible in their particular areas of concern. American officials, once again, took a hard-nosed
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approach to negotiations on Trident to shape Britain’s defence strategy to their benefit as much as
possible – and without conversely damaging the wider benefits that the United States derived from
the nuclear relationship: British contributions to NATO and Western defence.
Both the Carter White House and the Reagan Administration viewed the nuclear
relationship as a tool to secure the wider defence interests of the United States and the Western
alliance. United States policy-makers only agreed to supply the Trident system when the situation
suited the White House. Moreover, both Administrations utilised the Trident negotiations as a
means to influence wider British defence policy and expected British commitments in other key
areas of shared defence policy in exchange for Trident. In this way, both the Reagan and Carter
administration’s viewed Anglo-American nuclear co-operation as inseparable from the wider
defence relationship. United States supply of Trident was not about ensuring that Britain stayed in
the nuclear game per se, but it provided means to re-enforce the nuclear, conventional, and political
strength of the Western alliance through an Anglo-American transactional defence relationship.
This analysis is not about whether Britain’s nuclear force is independent or dependent, or
Britain subservient or not subservient to the United States. The Anglo-American nuclear
relationship is more complicated than such binaries. Whilst American policy-makers utilised
Britain’s technical dependence to influence British defence policy, it is important to remember the
Thatcher government’s perspective: British negotiators pushed back in areas unacceptable to the
government, secured a cut-price missile system that ensured the continuation of Britain’s
“independent deterrent”, and made conventional contributions to a United States-led Western
security architecture that was to their advantage. Nevertheless, the transactional nature of the
Anglo-American nuclear relationship is important to understand because it has remained mostly
concealed from those outside the small circle of government decision-makers. American and
British officials agreed that the link between Diego Garcia and the sale of Trident C4, and then the
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retention of Fearless and Intrepid and the sale of Trident D5, should remain unmentioned in the
public announcements on the agreements.71 As such, the actual “cost” of the Trident agreements
was not publicly revealed until the release of archival documents 30 years later. This transactional
element of Anglo-American nuclear co-operation is not limited to the Trident accords. Research
on the United States perspective of Anglo-American nuclear co-operation is relatively limited
compared to studies explaining British decision-making on its nuclear weapons programme.72
Nevertheless, existing studies do suggest that both the Carter and Reagan administrations acted
like various United States governments before them – taking a hard-nosed approach to the nuclear
partnership to manoeuvre Britain’s defence strategy in line with their own strategic vision.73 As
such, it is clear that whilst Britain’s nuclear force may be operationally independent, Britain’s
technical dependence comes at a price, one rarely discussed in policy debates on Britain’s nuclear
programme or the current discussions on the replacement of Trident.

Notes
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A brief note on terminology. In this analysis, I refer to the two different Trident missiles systems

as C4 and D5, rather than I and II. I made this choice because the former are the most commonly
used terms; they clearly distinguish the two missiles, making it easier for the reader and better
demonstrating the marked differences between them.
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